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1.
It must have snowed on the mountain in
the night.
“Have you seen it yet, Frank?” I shouted
downstairs.
“You mean did I hear?”
“I know, funny, isn’t it? The snow’s so quiet but
it’s making all the animals noisy.”
We didn’t normally see snow on Canigou in May,
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and it made the village dogs bark in that crazy way
dogs do when something is out of place. Harry,
Frank’s donkey, was down in his shed, chin up on
the half open door, calling like a creaky violin.
Frank came up to the roof terrace where I’d
been sleeping in the hammock. He leaned over
the red tiles next to me and we looked at
Canigou, sparkling at the top like a jewellery
shop.
And it’s the kind of thing that is hard to
describe, when snow is what you can see while
the sun is warming your skin. How did it feel? To
see one thing and feel the complete opposite? I
only knew that other things didn’t seem to fit
together properly at the moment either; that my
mother and Frank seemed as far apart as the snow
and the sun.
“Frank, at school Madame was telling us that
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the things we do affect the environment, you
know, like leaving lights on, things like that,” I
said. “Well, I left the lights on in the girls’ loo.”
Frank smiled. Frank was my mother’s boyfriend,
but that won’t tell you what he meant to me at
all. He’d lived in our guesthouse next door for
three years and he wouldn’t ever say the things to
me that Madame had said when I forgot to turn
the lights off. In fact, what he did was leave a soft
friendly silence, so I knew I could ask what I wanted
to ask, because I wasn’t sure about the whole
environment thing.
“Did I make it snow on Canigou?”
“Leave the light on and see if it snows again,”
he whispered, grinning.
He made the world seem real simple, like a
little light switch right under my fingertips. But
there were other complicated things.
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“Remember when the cherry blossom fell a few
weeks ago?” I said.
He nodded.
“How many people do you think have seen
pink snow?”
“Only people who see the world like you.”
“And you.”
I looked out from all four corners of the terrace.
South was the meadow, and then the Massimos’
vineyards that belonged to my best friend Peter’s
family – lines and lines of vines curving over the
steep mountainside, making long lazy shadows across
the red soil paths. I thought of the vines with their
new green leaves twirling along the gnarly arms,
reaching out to curl around each other, like they
needed to know they weren’t alone; that they’d be
strong enough together to grow their grapes.
North were the gigantic plane trees with big
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roots and trunks that cracked the roads and
pavements around the village.
East was the village, the roofs of the houses
stacked on the mountainside like giant orangey
coloured books left open and abandoned halfway
through a story.
West were the cherry fields, and Canigou, the
highest peak that we could see in the French
Pyrenees. It soared over the village and the
vineyards, high above us.
I touched the things I kept in the curve of the
roof tiles, the wooden things Frank had carved
for me. I whispered their names and picked them
up, familiar, warm and softly smooth in my hands:
humming bird, the letter H, mermaid, donkey,
cherries, and the latest one – the olive tree knot
made into a walking-stick handle that Frank said
I might need to lean on to go around the vineyards
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with Peter when we’re ninety-nine. Always in
that order. The order that Frank made them.
“What you thinking about, Frank?”
“The world,” he said quietly. “And cherry
blossom.”
When you’re twelve, it takes a long time for
the different sounds and words you’ve heard and
the things you’ve seen to end up some place deep
inside of you where you can make sense of them.
It was that morning when I worked out what my
feelings had been trying to tell me; when I saw
Frank looking at our mountain like he was
remembering something he missed; when I saw
the passport sticking out of his pocket.
It felt like even the crazy dogs had known before
me, as if even the mountain had been listening
and watching and trying to tell me.
Frank looked over.
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“Spill,” he said, which is what he always said
when he knew there were words swirling inside
me that I couldn’t seem to get out.
“Why did you travel all around the world,
Frank? I mean, you went to loads of different
countries for twenty years before you came here,
and that’s, like, a really, really long time to be
travelling.”
“Something in me,” he said.
“But you don’t need to go travelling again, do
you?”
For three whole years my mother and I had
been more than the rest of the world to him.
He looked down at his pocket, knew what I
had seen. Tilted his leather hat forward to shade
his eyes.
“What I mean is…” I didn’t know exactly how
to explain. A boyfriend was somebody for my
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mother. For me, it used to be a person who picked
me up and swirled me around and bought me soft
toys which, after a while, I binned because the
person who bought them always left. But that
wasn’t what Frank did. There wasn’t a word for
what Frank was to me. I mean, how can you explain
something when there isn’t even a word for it? I
just wanted to ask: if he was thinking about leaving,
what about me? How would we still fit together?
“What I mean is…” I tried again. “Say you like
cherries, which I do, and then you eat them with
almonds, which I also like a lot… you get
something else, right? Something that makes the
cherries more cherry-ish and the almonds more
kind of almond-y.”
“Like tomatoes and basil?” Frank said. His
favourite.
Down below us, Harry kicked at his door. And
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Harry… well, you couldn’t have Frank without
Harry. They were definitely as good together as
yoghurt and honey.
“Yes, like that,” I said. “But also you and Harry,
Mum and you, you know, there’s these kinds of
pairs of us.”
“You and Peter?”
“Yeah, us too. These pairs you made of us.” I
picked the little wooden donkey up, turned it in
my hands. “I feel kind of smoother, and sort of…
more, when we’re together.” That’s what I felt
about me and Frank. “I’m kind of more me when
you’re around.”
“Hope Malone,” he said. “You have your own
things that are just you.”
I said, “But I’d be just half of me without you.”
Frank pushed his passport deeper into his
pocket.
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“Are you planning on going somewhere, Frank?”
“We’ll talk later,” he said as Harry’s hoof
clattered against his shed again. “I’d better let
that donkey out before he kicks the door down.”
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2.
Anybody would love Harry straight away.
As soon as you put your hand out to touch him
and he greeted you in his nuzzly donkey kind of
way, he made you feel so nice. He was only little,
about as high as my waist, with stick spindly legs,
but round where there was much more of him in
the middle. I always thought he was a bit shy, the
way his eyelashes curled up and the fact that he
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never looked you in the eye. He seemed to hear
everything Frank said, though, like the words
poured down his tall ears and into his whole skin
and bones and barrelled belly.
“Going somewhere?” Frank said, as Harry
barged out of his shed, quivering with happiness
just because Frank spoke to him. Harry trotted
straight over to the trailer hitched to the back of
Frank’s dusty jeep.
“Where are you going?” I asked.
“Same as always,” Frank said.
I mean, I knew where they were going because
they always did the same thing every day. Frank
would have to drive Harry along the lane and back
again before Harry would go down to the meadow.
It was an old habit of Harry’s from their travelling
days years ago. If they didn’t go for a spin with the
jeep and trailer, Harry wouldn’t go down to the
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meadow, no matter how big the carrot you held in
front of his nose was. I completely got it, why Harry
had to have things as they always were. Frank had
rescued Harry and brought him over from India.
Harry was safe, getting in the trailer every day and
not going back to how his awful life was.
Same as always. But what about Frank’s passport?
I watched them go before running back up to
the roof to get dressed.
Marianne was up there with her camera, taking
photographs of Canigou.
Everyone called my mother Marianne, even me
most of the time. She was an artist. Her bedroom
and studio, where she’d normally be, were on the
first floor next to each other. She usually stayed
there most of the day and didn’t come out into
the world if she didn’t want to. We weren’t
allowed to go and disturb her either.
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“The cherry blossom’s all gone,” she said.
“It’s been gone ages.”
“Oh, I hadn’t noticed.”
I coughed. “Excuse me, I want to get dressed.”
“I’m not looking,” she said, turning the camera
towards Canigou. “Why are you sleeping up here
anyway?”
As soon as it was warm enough I had wanted
to sleep outside, so that if I woke up, I would see
the dark shape of the mountain between the stars,
even on the blackest night. I didn’t say that
though, because I couldn’t talk to her about things
like that. I couldn’t have just burst into her space
and told her that the blossom was falling and it
was so beautiful I might explode. There’s only
that one moment when you feel like that and
then it’s gone, and these things I wanted to say
didn’t ever seem to fit with Marianne at the right
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time. So I’d gone and told Frank and he’d stood
and watched with me and there was nothing left
to say anyway, because Frank and I were the same,
all filled up with that blustery breeze making pink
snow of the blossom.
“It’s too hot in my bedroom,” I said, rummaging
under the blankets drooping over the hammock
and on to the floor. “I can’t find my shoes.”
“Where are the new ones I bought you?”
I shrugged.
“In your other bedroom, probably still in the
box,” said Marianne.
I took my clothes downstairs and got changed.
I grabbed my new shoes from the box in my room
and a croissant from the kitchen and went outside
with the croissant in my mouth to wait for Harry
and Frank.
When they got back, Harry trotted out of the
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trailer, looked around, and Frank frowned and
said to him, “You never give up, do you, Harry?”
“He’s a creature of habit,” I said. The croissant
muffled the words in my mouth and flakes dropped
all over me so I jumped up and down to shake
them off. “That’s what you always say. Like all of
us.”
“Seen Marianne this morning?” Frank asked.
I nodded. “I expect she’s in her studio now.”
I shoved my feet in my shoes without pushing
my heels in and scuffed after Frank and Harry.
Slowly Harry headed to the meadow, as always,
in that kind of, oh yeah, I nearly forgot, there’s a
lovely meadow for me here kind of way. I hoped
Frank still thought that too. That this was the
place where they both fitted perfectly.
Frank pointed towards something lying in the
grass. I’d left my other shoes in the meadow
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yesterday. Harry had chewed on them. Frank had
made me lots of rules since he lived here. Marianne
said artists don’t like rules. But I’d got used to
Frank’s because he was never mean and bossy, and
that helped me remember them, almost all the
time.
“Oh,” I said, picking the shoes up, disappointed
I’d done something stupid. The canvas was
shredded, the laces unravelled. “I know, I know,
I’m not supposed to leave anything in the meadow.
Sorry, it was just this one time I forgot because
Peter and I were hiding things in the grass and
trying to find them with bare feet and our eyes
closed. I won’t do it again.”
“Hope—”
“I don’t mind, honest. I’ve got these,” I lifted
my foot up to show Frank the new ones and
hooked the back with a finger to get my heel in.
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“The others were too small anyway.”
“What might happen to Harry if he ate
something he shouldn’t?”
“Oh.” But Frank didn’t make me feel stupid,
just kind of like I’d try harder next time. “Sorry.
Sorry, Harry.”
Frank shoved his hands in his pockets and I
followed his eyes to the snow on Canigou. I hadn’t
finished what I was saying earlier.
“Do you think it works the other way around?”
I said. “I mean, because of the environment,
because Canigou is different today, can it change
us?”
Frank had stayed put for three years now. Had
he changed enough to stay for good?
I looked across and Frank didn’t say anything
because we had this other kind of quiet world
where we totally got each other. He taught me
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you didn’t always have to have an answer straight
away.
“Where you off to today?” he said instead.
“I was going to the waterfall,” I said, cramming
the last of the croissant into my mouth. “Peter and
I were going to check on the swing to see if it needs
fixing, ready for summer holidays. But actually I
think I’ll stay here today. With you and Harry.”
“Peter’s last day, isn’t it?” Peter went to boarding
school in England and was only home for the
break.
“Yes, but—”
“Go on,” Frank said. “I’ll be here when you get
back.”
I still didn’t go.

“I’ll find some wood.” He smiled.
I knew that meant we’d sit outside by the fire-pit
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this evening, talking in the honey-coloured light
with the mountain looking over us. About all the
things I couldn’t say to Marianne.
All I had to do was find a way to remind Frank
of all the good things about being here, all the
good things that made pairs of us, and then he
wouldn’t even think about going anywhere else.
I nodded.
“See you by the fire later,” he said.
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